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Introduction...
Of course, I wanted to give a try
to this catalog creation doing it in
my own style: with a lot of color,
illustrations and patterns.
I truly hope you enjoy this
magazine-ish experience of the
Blissogirl catalog all the way to
the end.

Hello there! In case you don't know
me, I'm Sofía, the founder of
Blissogirl, a brand dedicated to
helping
autonomous
language
learners to organize their practice,
learn to immerse in their target
language on a daily basis and find
meaning + delight while they do it.
After
four+
years
collecting
different projects and digital
creations to help people in the
language learning community, I
decided it was time to make a
product catalog :)

Remember that the buttons are
clickable, so if you press on them
you'll be taken to the digital item's
sales page where you'll be able to
read more details about the
product.
If you have any question about a
specific item or course, let me
know through a DM on my
Instagram account (@blissogirl) or
an email at sofia@blissogirl.com
Have a wonderful day ahead and
a happy read!

xo,
Sofía

What is stopping you
from improving in a
foreign language?
Discover your language
student archetype!
TAKE THE QUIZ

Language Student
Library
This is the biggest language learning resource I've
created so far. This library was designed as a digital
space where you'll have lifetime access after joining.
As a member you have 20 items of my store so that
you can download them and use whenever you desire.
If you lose one of the files, you can come to the library
and download it again. Think of it as a student library
where you can borrow learning material, only that in
this library you don't have a limit of time to use them.

This is what you will
find in the library
Sweven: Practical
Workbook to learn any
language
Practical Workbook To
Learn Any Language
Feminine Edition
Practical Workbook To
Learn Any Language
Minimalist edition
Interactive Ebook with
144 activities
Ebook: My Hacks To Learn
Any Language
2 Editions of the
printable Language
Notebook
2 Editions of the digital
Language Notebook

C l ic k
t o jo in

My yearly language
planner
Language studies mini
planner
Digital language planner
Language learning ikigai
Overcoming impostor
syndrome workbooks
Language Learning Bullet
Journal
Language Curriculum
Maker
Pages for new vocabulary
Set of Stickers for
language students
Set of Checklists for
language students
Notion template to find
out what to use each time

20 items
bundle

Do you feel like your
current language
learning strategy is
not working for you?
You know that feeling of readiness? That feeling you
got when you feel so motivated to acquire a foreign
language and being able to speak it fluently, write full
sentences and long paragraphs and also having the
skills that allow you to understand everything others
say.
Our willingness and motivation act as the initial fuel in
our language journey, but sometimes that is not
enough to keep us going for the rest of the trip. We
also need a structure, an organized strategy and plan
that will help us get to our destination when
motivation it's not at its highest points.
I created a whole bootcamp focused on this aspect of
language learning so that you can incorporate some
easy strategies into your daily routine, making your
practice seamless.

When you apply the different techniques I teach in the
Language Study Organization Bootcamp you'll be
noticing that your autonomous language study is
becoming less overwhelming as you'll be acquiring the
language in a more natural way. Not only that but
instead of copying the practice routines of other
students, you'll have created a strategy of your own
that will be 10x easier to follow.
You won't be feeling the pressure of studying grammar
for one hour every day but you'll finally find the
perfect moments in the day where you can practice
your target language(s) in a smart way instead of a
hard one.
The LSOB includes 9 main lessons of one
masterclass video and one mini workbook each.
1. Set language goals that inspire you.
2. Design a personalized curriculum.
3. Create a thriving language plan.
4. Learn a language if you're busy.
5. Easy strategies for the every day.
6. Language immersion.
7. Consistency in your practice.
8. Creating a language notebook.
9. Having a growth mindset.

Language Study Organization

BOOTCAMP

Your takeaway
The Language Study Organization Bootcamp gives
you a practical roadmap of strategies and new habits
to apply right away so that you enjoy your language
practice in a constant and non-overwhelming way.

These are the bonuses you get as a
student of the Bootcamp...

Motivating audios
to improve your
confidence and
eliminate any
mindset issue you
may be
experiencing in
your language
journey.

Excel file to plan
many weeks of
language study
ahead! You just need
to fill in the blanks
with your preferences
and the file will
generate a language
plan for you.

Printable
planners and
printable
notebooks that
you can
incorporate in
your language
learning
routine.

Do you want to read
more about the course?
CLICK HERE

Do you like cute
printables to
get organized?

Plan your language practice using
my new Yearly Language Planner!

The planner is divided in seasons

CLICK HERE TO GET YOUR
OWN PRINTABLE COPY

Would you like to have a
personal assistant for your
daily language practice?
Something that could give you three ideas of
language learning activities that felt personalized
to your current needs. Something that takes into
account how much time you have at that moment to
dedicate to your target language, which skill you
want to practice and in which mood you are.
If right now you are saying YES PLEASE in your
head, let me introduce to you the Language
Learning Interactive Ebook I created, AKA you're
new personal asistant!

STEP ONE
cHOOSE YOUR TIME
AVAILABILITY

STEP TWO
cHOOSE ONE SKILL TO
PRACTICE

STEP THREE
cHOOSE YOUR CURRENT
MOOD

RESULT:
After clicking some
buttons, you'll
discover three
language activities
taking into account
the choices you
previously made.

Would you like to have your own copy
of this little personal assistant?

CLICK HERE

Printable

Language Learning
Student Notebook

This is a colorful Language Learning
Student Notebook with paper texture. This
notebook was designed specifically for
language students who either take classes
or study autonomously. It includes nine
sections with different designs so that you
can print and use the ones you need for
your studies. Some of them are: goal
setting, note-taking, grammar, verbs pages,
new vocabulary, key phrases and more.

CLICK HERE

Digital

Language Learning
Student Notebook

This is the digital version of the language
notebook. This is a PDF designed to open up
on your tablet or iPad and be used with a
stylus on an app like Goodnotes and
Noteshelf. It includes hyperlinked tabs so
that it is easier for you to access and use
the different pages. You also get an
instructions manual with your purchase so
that you learn to open the file on your
tablet or iPad.

CLICK HERE

Language
Learning Ikigai
Worksheet

Do you know the concept of the Ikigai? I
used this Japanese way of finding what your
purpose is in order to create a strategy to
help you learn a foreign language on your
own terms. If you're into doing things that
are in alignment with who you are and what
you enjoy, this printable workbook will
guide you into discovering which aspect of
your language Ikigai you need to start
paying attention to more right now.

CLICK HERE

Language Learning
Impostor Syndrome
Bundle

If you're struggling with impostor syndrome
in your target language I have this Bundle
of two workbooks that will help you reflect
towards issues like comparing yourself to
other students (specially those who are
already polyglots) and feeling unsatisfied
with your progress. You'll be able to
discover your main impostor syndrome type
in relation to your language practice by
doing a quick test. I also give you my tips
according to the results you get.

CLICK HERE

Find out which Bli
best for you

START

Are you just starting your la
YES

Choose one of the two options

I want to start with just
the basic tools for my
language practice

I want some femenine workbooks and
stationery to use during my language
practice.

Workbook + Ebook

Polyglot Girl Bundle

Start your language learning
journey with a basic workbook
and my Ebook with tips for
autonomous language learners.

Learn a foreign language using
some girly printables that you can
incorporate in your autonomous
practice every day.
CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

issogirl journey is
u right now

T HERE

anguage learning journey?
NO

Would you like to get more organized in
your language practice?
NO

YES

Do you like doing challenges to improve
at different skills?
NO

YES

Challenges Bundle

Language Bootcamp

Challenge yourself to do different
language activities and improve the
different skills while you also have
some fun and get consistent.

Learn how to fit your language
practice in your everyday schedule
so that you can practice more
frequently and achieve your goals.

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

The workbook you'll be
using during this challenge
includes 30 activities for
each day of the challenge,
so that you can try a wide
variety of tasks to feel more
confident in your target
language and improve in
the four main skills.

Get here

Language learning plan
generator excel file,
specially made for
autonomous language
students who want to
schedule their practice for
many weeks in advance.
You only need to fill in the
blanks with some
information, and the excel
file will generate a 33-week
language plan for you!

Get here

Did you know that as a customer of
Blissogirl you get free access to the...
Language student Hub

Get your golden ticket to
have fulltime access
When you purchase any language learning
item from my ETSY STORE you'll get exclusive
access to the Language Student Hub! Full of
free goodies plus a mini course just for you
for being my customer.

WOULD YOU
PREFER TO TRY
DIGITAL WINDOW
SHOPPING THE
DIFFERENT
LANGUAGE ITEMS
I'VE MADE?
VISIT MY ETSY STORE

WWW.BLISSOGIRL.COM

